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Abstrakt: Metodou efektivni1w potenciálu zkoumáme možnosti pohybu nabitých 
testovacích částic v okolí obecné Kerrovy-Newmanovy černé díry, jakož i kolem 
Kerrovy a Reissnerovy-Nordstromovy černé díry. Především se zajímáme o mož
nost pohybu mimo ekvatoriální rovinu, neboť ekvatoriální rovina byla již zkou
mána mnoha autory. Jelikož žádné neekvatoriální orbity nenacházíme, provádíme 
dále některá pozorování v ekvatoriální rovině - zvláště si všímáme posledních sta
bilních drah, které hrají důležitou roli v popisu akrečního procesu. Kromě toho 
zkoumáme i př(pad Kerrova zdroje ponořeného do asymptoticky homogenního 
magnetického pole rovnoběžného s osou symetrie a perturbovaného nábojem. Ani 
v tomto př(padě nepozorujeme žádné orbity mimo ekvatoriální rovinu. Nicméně 
struktura potenciálu za určitcých okolnost( umožňuje únik testovací částice z ekva
toriální roviny ve směru osy symetrie, což zřejmě souvisí s pozorovanými výtrysky 
plazmy z jader aktivních galaxií. 
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Abstract: Using the method of an effective potential we examine the motion oj 
the charged test particles around the general Kerr-Newman black hole as well as 
iťs limits (Kerr black hole, Reissner-Nordstrom black hole). Primarily we search 
for the non-equatorial orbits since the equatorial plane was previously studied 
by number of authors. Since we don 't observe any non-equatorial orbits, we put 
some attention to equatorial orbits ( especially those marginally stable since they 
play an important role in the description of the accretion process). Beside that 
we also examine the test particle motion around the Kerr black hole immersed 
to the asymptotically uniform magnetic field parallel to the symmetry axis. Non
equatorial orbits aren'tfound in this case. However we observe that the poten
tial's structure suggests that accreted material is in some cases endowed with the 
possibility of leaving the equatorial plane and escaping the black hole along the 
symmetry axis, which is an observed astrophysical phenomena ( relativistic jets ). 
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Chapter 1 

lntroduction 

1.1 Astrophysical relevance of black holes 

1.1.1 Historical remarks 

Nowadays iťs a general consensus that black holes are a vivid part of physical re
ality. Astrophysicisťs attitude to the possibility of a real existence of completely 
gravitionally collapsed bodies, i.e. black holes (BHs), has undergone profound 
changes since 1930's when sir Eddington commented recent results of Oppen
heimer et al. (1939) [l], suggesting that black hole could be the endpoint of star 
evolution, by these words: "I think there should be a law of Nature to prevent a 
star from behaving in this absurd way" [2]. At present, due to discoveries and 
observations made in recent decades, there is hardly any astronomer who is still 
keeping cited Eddington's belief as it seems that there is no such a power which 
would save a heavy star from collapsing into black hole. 

Until the late 1960's there hadn't been much progress made in this field. Al
though Karl Schwarzschild had given an exact solution to Einstein's equations 
for a spherically symmetrical source (Swcharzschild black hole in the case of 
collapsed body) already in 1916 (just one year after publishing the theory of rel
ativity), it wasn't believed that such objects really exist. In 1963 Kerr [3] gave 
a new exact solution to Einstein's field equations describing the metrie around 
a rotating compact object, which naturally appears to be more relevant in astro
physical context than prior non-rotating Schwarzschild solution. But this progress 
still wouldn't become a concem of astrophysicists unless there hadn't been made 
important observational discoveries during 1960's. 

Astronomers discovered weird sources of radio waves with highly redshifted 
(with redshift factor z:::::::: 0.1 - 6) spectrum which proveď them (according to Hub
ble's law) to be very distant from us (:::::::: 0.3 - 3 Gpc ). Combined with observed 
visual magnitude of these objects - called quasars (QUASi-stellAR radio source) 
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- there comes a conclusion of their huge power output of about 100 times that 
of the total luminosity of average galaxy (Lquasar ::::::::: 1035 - 1040 W). Quasars also 
appeared to emit significantly in X-ray and even in gamma part of the spectrum. 

Quasars were not the only peculiar objects observed during those decades. 
According to the type of their spectrum and luminosity tíme dependence of those 
"new" objects they were classified as Seyfert galaxies (being observed and stud
ied since the 1940's actually), blazars, or radio galaxies (RGs) with all of them 
consisting of further subclasses. They are all characterized by extraordinarily high 
luminosity coming from a small 
volume (::::::::: 10-6 pc3). As there is no consistent way to explain the mechanism 
of those energy sources conventionally (i.e. regarding stars and therein running 
nuclear synthesis as the most efficient energy source in the universe ), attention 
was tumed to hypothesis employing strong gravitational fields considering com
pact objects and subsequently the black holes. 

1.1.2 Supermassive black holes 

Now it is generally believed that above mentíoned phenomenons are of the same 
origin which was given the name active galactic nuclei (AGN). Galaxies with 
active galactic nuclei and subsequently also those with non-active nuclei are sus
pected of hosting a supermassive black ho les (MBH) of M::::::::: 106 - 109 M0 in their 
centres (e.g. M87 -AGN of::::::::: 109 M0 or Sagittarius A* - nonactive nuclei of our 
Galaxy-with M::::::::: 3.7 x 106 M 0 ). 

Main reason for such assumption (we still have to speak about probable black 
hole) is that it provides clarification of observed luminosity of active galaxies. 
When Kerr black hole is employed to model the properties of AGN we conclude 
that the matter accreted from its vicinity would form an accretion disk (AD) 
which becomes heated by accretion process and subsequently emits radiation of 
various types (depending on temperature and many other propertíes of the disk). 
Doing so there could be as much as ::::::::: 40% ([4] p. 885) of accreted material rest 
mass tumed into emitted radiatíon which is considerably more than in the case of 
thermonuclear synthesis of helium(::::::::: 7% of the rest mass). 

Whether we regard observed AGN as quasar, radio galaxy, blazar or Seyfert 
galaxy depends mostly on the spatial orientation of the surrounding galaxy which 
acts as the shield for some parts of the spectrum while being a source in some 
other parts. 

1.1.3 Solar mass black holes 

Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff limit [1] which is ::::::::: 3 - 5 M0 (uncertainty is due 
to unknown equation of state) restricts the mass of the neutron s tar. Pressure 

p ' 
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of degenerate neutron gas in the neutron star reaching this limit cannot oppose 
gravitational pressure and inevitably collapses into the black hole (while collapse 
is being accompanied with short duration gamma ray burst (GRB)). Thus solar 
mass black hole (M ~ 4 - 15 M0 ) should be the final state of stellar evolution of 
every heavier star. To be observed it needs to be a part ofthe binary system. Under 
certain circumstances black hole accretes matter from its companion star (flowing 
via Lagrange point when boundaries of a Roche lobe are exceeded). Similarly like 
in the supermassive black hole case there establishes accretion disk emitting in X
ray part of the spectrum. Due to recent observation from the satellites Chandra 
and MMX-Newton equipped with high resolution X-ray detectors we now have 
many solar mass black hole candidates (BHCs) in our Galaxy (e.g. Cygnus X-1). 
The key to distinguish accretion disk of a compact object (typically neutron star) 
from the one surrounding the black hole is the nonexistence of the surface in the 
black hole case. Thus irregular flares of gamma rays accompanying thermonuclear 
reaction of accreted material on the compact object surface aren't detected. 

1.1.4 Intermediate-mass black holes 

Intermediate-mass black holes (IMBHs) are those with M ~ 102 -104 M0 . Exis
tence of IMBHs is still uncertain as candidates has been observed just a few years 
ago. Ultra-luminous X-ray sources (ULXs) in close galaxies are suspected to be 
IMBHs (e.g. M82 X-1 [5]). In 2004 one ULX near our galactic center (Sagittarius 
A*) fell in grave suspicion of being IMBR [ 6]. 

1.1.5 Primordial black holes 

Primordial black holes are hypothetical objects whose origin differs fundamen
tally from all above mentioned types. They haven't been established by gravita
tional collapse of stars or other astronomical bodies since they might have been 
bom from density fluctuation during early stages of the universe. For that reason 
there is no lower limit for their mass. They could be detected because of their X
rays and also Hawking radiation which is thermal radiation predicted by quantum 
relativity [7]. 

Hawking radiation causes evaporation of the black holes. Computed evapora
tion times for solar mass black holes exceed present age of the universe by many 
orders but for primordial black holes with the mass M ~ 1012 kg evaporation time 
approaches iťs current age. Rate of evaporation increases as the mass decreases 
(power output Poc ~ ). Endpoint of primordial black hole existence should thus 
be explosive and is believed to be accompanied with loud GBR. Gamma-ray Large 
Area Space Telescope (GLAST) which is going to be put to the earth orbit during 
2007 should decide whether this is the case. 
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1.2 Models and observations 

1.2.1 Astrophysical jets 

Recent observations of microquasars, pulsars, gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) indicate 
that the astrophysical jets play an important role everywhere (not only in the case 
of AGNs). There is plenty of observational evidence suggesting that the initial 
acceleration of jets takes place very near black ho les ( or other compact object) 
and proceeds via electromagnetic forces. 

The current promising model of the dynamics (i.e. launching, accelerating 
and collimating) of the astrophysical jets is based on relativistic magnetohydrody
namics (MHD). The results of simulations employing MHD equations (e.g. [8]) 
correlate with observations of M87 ([9]) where the formation and the collimation 
of the jet were analyzed. 

In accretion models the magnetic field was employed - the so called magne
torotational instability (MRI) must operate in accretion disc, generating the effec
tive viscosity necessary for the accretion process [10]. Magnetic reconnection is 
likely to be responsible for rapid flares, which are observed in X-rays. Finally, 
Faraday rotation measurements suggest that tangled magnetic fields are present in 
jets [11]. 

Overall it is quite likely that electromagnetic mechanisms play a major role 
and operate both near supermassive black holes in quasars as well as stellar-mass 
black holes in accreting binary systems (see figures 1.1 and 1.2). 
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Figure 1.1: Astronomical jets emerge from accreting black holes. A diagram 
of the geometrical situation with a stellar-mass black hole accreting gas from its 
stellar companion. Jets are launched along the rotation axis of the black hole 
(figure from [12]). 
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Figure 1.2: Evidence for fast motion of the emerging jets in the microquasar GRS 
1915+105 (observed at radio frequency of 8.6 GHz) and in the quasar 3C 279 (at 
22 GHz). Synchrotron emission has been reported in infrared wavelengths and, in 
some cases, even up to X-rays, implying the presence of electrons in the jets with 
TeV energies [13]. 



Chapter 2 

Derivation of the effective potential 

2.1 Kerr-Newman metrie 

Kerr-Newman metrie in Boyer-Lindquist eoordinates t, r, 0, <j> is usually written 
in this form (among others [4] p. 877): 

Li sin2 0 p2 

ds2 = - 2 [dt -asin0d<j>] 2 +-2- [(r2 +a2 )d<j>-adt] 2 +- dr2 + p2d02
, 

p p Li 
(2.1) 

where we defined 

Li - r2 
- 2M r + a2 + Q2

, p2 
- r2 + a2 eos2 0 (2.2) 

and M stands for the mass of the blaek hole, Q is iťs eleetrie eharge and a is 
defined as iťs speeifie angular momentum (i.e. its net angular momentum S is 
given as S= Ma). 

It is apparent that the metrie eq. (2.1) is singular for Li= O. From eq. (2.2) we 
see that it leads to: 

r ± = M ± ..j M2 - Q2 - a2' (2.3) 

thus having two distinet horizons if M 2 > Q2 + a2 (Kerr-Newman blaek hole), 
only one horizon for M 2 = Q2 + a2 ( extreme KN blaek hole) and no horizon if 
M 2 < Q2 + a2 (naked singularity). In the following we will be eoneerned in the 
first ease basieally. 

Veetor four-potential of the eleetro-magnetie field of the Kerr-Newman blaek 
hole ean be written in following form ([4] p. 898): 

A= - Qr (dt -asin2 0d0) 
p2 ' (2.4) 
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thus recognizing, that there are only two nonzero eomponents: 

Qr 
A,=-p2, 

A _ Qarsin20 
q,- p2 

Covariant components of the metrie tensor 

12 

(2.5) 

From eq. (2.1) eovariant eomponents gJ.N of the metrie tensor ean be easily reeog
nized. These of nonzero value are: 

a2 sin2 0 - A p2 2 
gtt = p2 grr= X' g99 = P , 

sin2 0 2 2 2 2 . 2 
gq,q, = --p2 ( ( r +a ) - a Asm 0) , (2.6) 

asin
2 e ( 2 2) gtq, = gq,t = 2 A - r - a . 

p 

Contravariant components of the metrie tensor 

Employing relation eonneeting eovariant and eontravariant eomponents of the ten-
sor: 

a.v s::V gµa,g =uµ, 

we also obtain eontravariant eomponents of the metrie 

g11 = - a2 si n2 0 - ----1 ( (r2 +a2)2) 
p2 A 

rr A 88 1 g - g =-- p2' p2' 

gll>IP = _.!__ (-1--:!.) 
p2 sin2 0 A 

tlj> = <Pt=!!__ (1- (r2+a2)) 
g g p2 A . 

2.2 Derivation of the eff ective potential 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Our aim is finding an effeetive potential Veff( r, 0; E, Lz) as a funetion of Boyer
Lindquist eoordinates r, 0 and integrals of motion E, Lz as well as another param
eters deseribing the test particle and the blaek hole. Such a function is expeeted 
to eonstitute a boundary in (E, r, 0) spaee separating iťs parts where the motion 
is possible from those where no trajeetory may exist. This boundary cannot be 
erossed by any physieal trajectory beeause it would demand either pr or p8 to 
beeome imaginary whieh is clearly nonsensual. 
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2.2.1 Constants of motion 

To preserve all desired qualities of the function Veff(r, 8) being searched we need 
an expression linking components of 4-momentum to integrals of motion (es
pecially E - energy at infinity). Our starting point is thus normalization of the 
4-momentum to the particles's rest mass µ: 

gµv PµPv = -µ2, (2.9) 

which can be rewritten in the terms of generalized 4-momentum 1tµ as follows: 

gµv (1tµ - qAµ)(1tv - qAv) = -µ2, (2.10) 

where q stands for the test particle's charge. 
In this case quantities conserved during motion (besides particle's rest mass µ 

and Carter's integral of motion ,C [4]) are two of covariant components of gener
alized 4-momentum 1tµ (which is canonical i.e. acts in Hamilton canonical equa
tions) rather than kinetic 4-momentum Pµ (which is somewhat more "physical" as 
it bears information about motion itself): 

-1tt - E "energy at infinity," (2.11) 

1tq, - Lz "axial component of angular momentum as viewed from infinity". 
(2.12) 

2.2.2 Equation for effective potential candidate 

Employing equations (2.5), (2.11) and (2.12) we can simplify expanded form of 
eq. (2.10) in this manner: 

gtt (E +qAt)2 +grr p; + geep~ + g<l><l>(Lz -qAq,)2 -2g1<l>(Lz -qAq,)(E +qA1) = -µ2. 
(2.13) 

Then we need to convert Pn Pe into iťs contravariant conjugates which is simple 
in our case - looking at eq. (2.6) we conclude that 

Pe = 8eeP9 and Pr= 8rrPr· (2.14) 

Using eq. (2.14), substituting from eq. (2.6) and reorganizing the terms eq. (2.13) 
turns to: 

p2 ( (p~)2 + (pe)2) = aE2 + ~E +y 

Above defined coefficients denoted a , ~' y are: 

a=-lt 

~ = 2(g<l>1 (Lz - qAq,) - l 1 qA1) 

Y = -g<l><l>(Lz -qAq,)2 -g11q2A; +2g<l>tqAt(Lz -qAq,) -µ2 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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2.2.3 Examining crucial coefficients behavior 

To move forward we need to examine the sign of terms g'', p and Li . Looking at 
eq. (2.2) we deduce that: 

Li > O {::::::=} r < r _ = M - V lYfl - a2 - Q2 V r > r + = M + V M2 - a2 - Q2 

(2.17) 
We are interested only in motion outside the outer horizon r + where Li is positive. 
From eq. (2.2) we see immediately that p is positive regardless of r. The sign of 
gtt requires more delicate examination. Expanding terms Li and p2 according to 
eq. (2.2) we obtain: 

a2 sin2 0 
gtt = ---,,--~--

r2 + a2cos2 0 ( r 2 + a2 cos2 0) ( r2 - 2M r + a2 + Q2) 

Thus obviously and independently on the values of M, Q, a and 0: 

lim gtt = -oo 
r-+rt 

Iimgtt = -1 
r-+oo 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

(2.20) 

Then we examine the first derivative of l' with respect to r and conclude that it 
is always nonnegative for r E ( r +, oo) regardless the other variables. Thus we can 
conclude that gtt is always negative on observed interval. 

2.2.4 Expressing effective potential 

Left side of eq. (2.15) must be nonnegative in order to preserve a physical sig
nificance of the 4-momentum components. We've just proveď that the coefficient 
a = -lt is always positive. Id est following conclusion may be drawn: 

pr, pe ER==? p2 ( (p~)
2 

+ (pe)2) 2:: 0 

And subsequently after comparing with the right-hand side of eq. (2.15): 

p2 ( (p~)
2 

+ (p9
)
2

) 2:: o{::::::=} E:::; E_ - v_ v E 2:: E+ =V+ 

where the roots V± are given as usual: 

-~ ± .j~2 - 4ay 
V±=-- ----

2a 

and coefficients a, ~' y are defined in eq. (2.16). 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 
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2.2.5 Link between both roots 

Derived condition eq. (2.22) gives two areas of allowed motion separated by 
banned belt. By further look at equations which realize boundaries (i.e. V±) we 
discover following connection between them: 

(2.24) 

Looking at eq. (2.16) we realize that switching simultaneously Lz - - Lz and 
q - - q causes ~ - - ~ while a and y remain untouched. 

-~ + yf ~2 - 4ay 
-V-(-q,-Lz) = 

2
a = V+(q,Lz) (2.25) 

So we can conclude that: 

E ~ V_(q,Lz) ~ -E 2: V+(-q, -4) (2.26) 

Knowing this we don't have to care about both boundaries. We just choose one 
of them CV+) to study it since we know we don't loose any physically relevant 
information and can switch to the other one just by setting opposite sign of energy, 
angular momentum and charge and inverting the inequality. 

2.2.6 Eff ective potential in a dimension-less form 

The final step of the derivation of the effective potential will be dividing V+ by 
particle's rest mass µ - i.e. expressing it in dimension-less form V+: 

- _V+ -~+ V~2 -4ay 
V+= - = ------

µ 2a 

~ - ~ = 2(g'<l>(°LzfJA<1>)-gttfjA1) 
µ 

y = ~ = -g'1 fj2 Al+ 2g1
<I> fiAt (Lz - fjAq,) - g<l><I> (Lz)fJA<1>) 2 

- 1 
µ 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

Where Lz and fj have evident meaning of specific angular momentum and charge 
of test particle. 

2.3 Schwarzschild limit 

The effective potential for radial motion of the test particles around the Scharzschild 
black hole is well known and has been discussed properly by many authors 
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(e.g. [14] p. 102). Because of that iťs worth checking whether our result eq. (2.27) 
reduces correctly to this familiar form. 

To do so we just need to set Q = ij = a = O and subsequently also A1 = O and 
Aqi = O in all the terms that appear in eq. (2.27). First we look what happens to the 
contravariant components of the metrie. Prom eq. (2.2) we get: 

~ = r2 -2Mr and p2 = r2 

And therefore after substituting this into eq. (2.8) we obtain: 

tt 1 ( -r
4 

) 1 
g = r2 r2 - 2M r = 2M - 1 

r 

grr= r
2 

-2Mr = l - 2M 
r2 r 

g<l><l>=_l_ 
r 2 sin2 0 

00 1 
g =r2 

g1<1> = 0 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 

Which is exactly what we expected to see. Now we only put this into eq. (2.27) 
and observe that: 

1 
CX.=-gtt=-

l - 2M 
r 

~=~=O 

- (1 ii ) y=- +--
r2 sin2 0 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

Eventually we set 0 = ~ which is a matter of choice since we know that 
Schwarzschild solution is spherically symmetrical and the motion of a test par
ticle is set in a plane (iťs not difficult to prove this - e.g. [14] p. 96). Putting 
everything into eq. (2.27) we finally get well-known result ([14], [4], [15]) 

-2 2M L ( ) ( -2) 
Vschw = 1 - -;:- 1 + r2 ' (2.40) 

where we have switched to L because in the case of motion in the equatorial plane 
of the Schwarzschild black hole the magnitude of angular momentum L coincides 
with its axial component Lz (leaving other components zero ). 



Chapter 3 

Discussion of the eff ective potential 

3.1 Schwarzschild black hole 

Before analyzing the general effective potential given by eq. (2.27) iťs worthwhile 
to carry out the analysis of iťs Schwarzschild limit. We expect iťs results to keep 
some significant features of general case. 

Since eq. (2.40) has quite simple form it can be examined fully analytically. 
Diff erentating with respect to r and rearranging the terms we obtain 

dVschw 
dr 

(3.1) 

Being interested in the function's behavior outside the horizon (i.e. for r > 2M) 
we see that the sign of eq. (2.40) is determined by iťs numerator (denominator is 
real and always positive). Solving quadratic inequality suggested by numerator 
we may draw following conclusion: 

dVschw ( ) / dr 20-{:::::::}rE 2M,r_ u,r+,=), 

L2 ± )L4 - 12M2L2 
where r±= -------

2M 

r± ER-{::::::::} L 2 2v'3M V L S -2v'3M 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

From now on we can consider positive L only without the lost of generality since 

we have spherically symmetrical _background. lf r ± becomes complex then ďVj~hw 
is always positive and function Vschw has no extremes except asymptotic values 
-oo (as r-+ 2M from the right-hand side) and 1 (as r-+ oo). 

From eq. (3.4) we can conclude that for LE (0,2vSM) there is no stationary 
orbit (neither stable nor unstable). When L gains the value of 2vSM there appears 

17 
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Figure 3 .1: Effective potential for the motion of a test particle in the equatorial 
plane of the Schwarzchild black hole plotted for several values of angular mo
mentum L. 

a marginally stable circular orbit at r ± = 6M = 3ra corresponding to the inftection 
point of Vschw. When L increases we observe that there appears local maximum 1 

to the left of r = 6M (located at r _) and local minimum to the right of r = 6M ( at 
r+). 

Local maximum at r _ becomes global for L > 4M as it exceeds 1. Increasing 
L moves growing function maximum (i.e. unstable circular orbit) at r _ toward 
the horizon at r = 2M while the stable orbit at r + becomes more and more distant 
from the black hole. Iťs binding energy is moving toward zero as the minimum 
is slowly approaching 1 which is the value of particle's rest energy in our units. 
Thus the motion becomes unbound at infinity as we would expect. 

1 Nature of the extreme may be easily recognized from the first derivative in this case as it has 
plain behavior and the sign changes only at r± . 
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3.2 Kerr-Newman geometry 

In this general case systematical discussion of effective potential given by eq. (2.27) 
becomes difficult if not impossible. We have got rather complex function of two 
variables r, 8 and four independent parameters. Two of them describing black hole 
- specific angular momentum a and iťs specific electric charge Q - ~ - and the 
other two related to the test particle - specific charge q and specific magnitude of 
angular momentum's axial component Lz. Both masses - M, µ - are "dumb" due 
to equivalence principle and may be "integrated" into coordinate system (thaťs 
what we do expressing ourselves in the terms of I.t rather than r itself). 

What we are going to do is more or less just a graphical review of possible 
behavior of the effective potential for various combinations of values of above 
mentioned four independent parameters. We are especially interested whether 
there appears any stable circular orbit outside the equatorial plane. 

We will not carry out an analytical discussion of orbits around the Kerr-Newman 
black hole in the way we did it for Schwarzschild case. Rather than this we are 
going to perform extensive graphical study in the search for "new" stable orbits 
and will try to deduce dependence of potential's features (especially location of 
extremes) on parameters value. 

To manage this we use contour plots of V+ and iťs partial derivatives with re
spect to rand 8. To make further plots transparent we first give plot of derivatives 
alone with proper legend in fig 3.2. 

From now on we will combine partial derivatives zero isolines with equipoten
tials of V+ in one plot. In Schwarzschild case with L = 5M it results in fig 3.3. We 
shall notice that potential's minimum and maximum which we see in equatorial 
plane coincides with fig 3.1. 

3.2.1 Reissner-Nordstrom black hole 

Comparison of the interaction strength 

Before we finally move to electrically charged test particles and charged black 
holes (Reissner-Nordstrom or Kerr-Newman) we would appreciate to have some 
criterion suggesting whether the motion for selected values of q and Q will be 
dominated by gravitational interaction or rather electromagnetic forces. To obtain 

20nce again not being mathematically rigorous which we can dare because of working with 
"well-behaved" functions. To be accurate we would need to check the sign of the second deriva
tives of course. We don't do that because those formulas are too complicated to work with. 

3From the viewpoint of mathematical analysis this makes the point only suspicious of being 
the extreme (or saddle point). To prove it we would need to check whether the Hessian matrix 
isn't singular. Again - working with "well-behaved" functions -we don 't expect such a pathology 
might occur and leave the Hessian 's definiteness unchecked because of iťs technical difficulty . 
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Figure 3.2: Partial derivatives of effective potential for the motion of the test par
ticle around the Schwarzchild black hole for Lz = 5M with black hole's hori
zon sketched (in this case outer horizon coincides with inner one). Whether the 
zero contour of derivative corresponds to minimum or maximum is recognized by 

checking the sign of iťs nearby values2. Intersection of zero isolines for ~ and 

~ signifies potential's maximum (both intersecting partial derivatives isolines 
being recognized as "maximum"), minimum (both "minimum") or saddle point 
(mixed)3. 
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Figure 3.3: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for L2 = 5M. 
The test particle moving around the Schwarzschild black hole. Iťs equatorial sec
tion (cos 0 =O) is equivalent to corresponding curvature in fig 3.1. In the equa
torial plane we read Ymin = 21.51 with V(rmin) = 0.978 and Ymax = 3.49 with 
V+(rmax) = 1.141. 
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just a rough criterion we employ classical mechanics setting Newton gravitational 
force equal Coulomb electrostatic force. 

ke Q q G M µ Q q Q- _ G l (' . d · ) 
--2 - = --2 - ==} -- = q = -k = m geometnze umts 

r r Mµ c 
(3.5) 

Thus we conclude that for Q q » 1 the motion will be determined mostly by 
electro-magnetic interaction while for Qq << 1 iťs role becomes marginal. 

Of course this criterion becomes more and more invalid as we are approaching 
the black hole and Newtonian approximation isn't acceptable anymore. 

As a first relativistic correction to be used when coming closer to the horizon, 
we could employ relation for radial motion of the test particle in the Schwarzschild 
geometry. Gravitational force expressed in the standard orthonormal tetrad is then 
given by [16] as follows: 

Mµ 1 
F(r) = -2 , 

r yl- 2~ 
(3.6) 

which could also be acquired by setting L =O (purely radial motion) in eq. (3.1). 
Our quasi-relativistic criterion for comparing the strength of gravitational and 

electro-magnetic interaction thus becomes: 

- 1 Qq= . 
Jl-2~ 

(3.7) 

Effective potential for Reissner-Nordstrom black hole 

At first we look what happens when the electromagnetic impact on the particle's 
motion is apparent but not dominant. Criterion given by eq. (3.5) suggests the 
range of values we should choose from. We take Q = 3 x 10-5 and q = 1 x 104 

which results in Qq = 0.3. Lz is set to 5M and black hole rotation is stopped for 
the moment (a= O in other words). Thus we have Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime 
as a background. Resulting effective potential is sketched in fig 3.4. In fig 3.5 we 
see what happens when the test particle bears the opposite charge than the black 
hole - we set Q = -1 x 104 leaving other components untouched. 

We conclude that in the case of attractive EM interaction ( opposite signs of 
charges) the test particle at stable circular orbit is bound noticeably stronger than 
in the repulsive case: V+= 0.9613 against V+= 0.9894 (binding energy is 1-V+ 
in chosen units). 

Another change is in iťs radius - attracted test particle's stable orbit lies at 
rmin = 15.6M while the other one - exposed to the repulsive EM forces - at 
rmin = 32.lM which is to be compared with Schwarzschilďs rmin = 21.5M and 
V+(rmin) = 0.9778. 
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Maximum of the effective potential (i.e. unstable circular orbit) behaves dif
ferently. In Schwarzschild case we have rmax = 3.5M and V+(rmax) = 1.1416. 
Charging the black hole and the test particle by opposite charges, the maximum 
becomes more distant and lower - rmax = 3.8M and V+(rmax) = 1.0585. While 
the same sign of both charges leads to ťmax = 3.3M and V+(rmax) = 1.2298-i.e. 
closer and higher when compared to the Schwarzschild limit. 

3.2.2 Kerr black hole 

For the sake of comparison we also look what we obtain in the Kerr case - i.e. we 
plot eq. (2.15) with both charges set to zero (ij = Q =O). We set a= fl:{_ which 
is quiet high value since the upper limit corresponding to the extreme Kerr black 
hole is a= Min this case (see eq. (2.3)). Thus we expect the influence of black 
hole's angular momentum upon the test particle's motion to become apparent. 
Effective potential for the test particle with L = 5M is plotted in fig 3.6. 

The sign of a determines the preferred orbiting direction. Those particles bear
ing the angular momentum Lz of the same sign are called co-revolving while those 
with the opposite sign are counter-revolving. 

Thus we expect that setting Lz = -5M instead of Lz = 5M will affect the 
behavior of the effective potential profoundly. Which we can see in fig 3. 7. 

Conclusion drawn from comparison with the Schwarzschild case (fig 3.3) is 
that the stable counter-revolving orbit is closer to the singularity (rmin = 20.7 M) 
and slightly more bound (V+ = 0.9772) while the co-revolving circular orbit is 
more distant lying at rmin = 22.3M (with slightly weaker binding- V+= 0.9782). 
Schwarzschliďs values for the same value of L are rmin = 2l.5M with 
V+= 0.9778. 

3.2.3 General Kerr-N ewman black hole 

Eventually we combine preceding cases to obtain the charged test particle moving 
in the geometry induced by charged, rotating black hole. 

To be able to compare it with previous figures we use the same values of 
parameters. First we plot V+ for a= fl:J., Q = 3 x 10-5, Lz = 5M and ij = 1 x 104 

which results in fig 3.8. 
We shall see that co-revolving stable circular orbit lies at ťmin = 32.7 M with 

V+= 0.9895. lt means that both effects- co-rotation and repulsive EM interaction 
- contribute to make the orbit more distant and less bound. 

lf the hypothesis is correct in the "opposite" case - i.e. when the particle 
is counter-revolving and being electrically attracted - we should find the stable 
orbit even closer to the center and more bound than in the Reissner-Nordstrom 
attracting case (fig 3.5). 

.b 
i 
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Figure 3.4: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Lz = 5M, 
q = 1x104, Q = 3 x 10-5 and a= O (i.e. Reissner-Nordstrom background). In the 
equatorial plane we read Tmin = 32.lM with V+(rmin) = 0.9894 and rmax = 3.3M 
with V+(rmax) = 1.2298. 
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Figure 3.5: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Lz = 5M, 
q = -1 x 104 , Q = 3 x 10-5 and a= O (i.e. Reissner-Nordstrom background). 
In the equatorial plane we read rmin = 15.6M with V+(rmin) = 0.9613 and then 
rmax = 3.8M with V+(rmax) = 1.0585 . 
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Figure 3.6: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Lz = 5M, 
q = O, Q = O and a = A,J, (i.e. Kerr background). In the equatorial plane we read 
rmin = 22.3M with V+(rmin) = 0.9782 and rmax = 2.2M with V+(rmax) = 1.4186 
(co-revolving orbits around Kerr black hole). 
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Figure 3.7: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Lz = -5M, 
ij =O, Q =O and a= fl:J (i.e. Kerr background). In the equatorial plane we read 
rmin = 20.7 M with V+(rmin) = 0.9772 and rmax = 4.3M with V+(rmax) = 1.0647 
(counter-revolving orbits around Kerr black hole). 
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That appears to be the fact as we may see in fig 3.9 where we localize this 
orbit at ťmin = l4.4M with V+= 0.9895. 

Remaining combinations - i.e. co-revolving particle with opposite charge and 
counter-revolving one with the same charge - support our current idea of the way 
the local extremes of V+ are being influenced by charges and rotation. 

We don't show relevant figures since they are quite similar to the preceding 
plots. We rather gather obtained information about the orbits in tab. 3 .1. 

a[M] Q Lz[M] ij ťmin[M] V+(rmin) ťmax V+(rmax ) 
o o 5 o 21.5 0.9778 3.5 1.1416 

0.5 o 5 o 22.3 0.9782 2.2 1.4186 
0.5 o -5 o 20.7 0.9772 4.3 1.0647 
o 3 X 10-5 5 1X104 32.1 0.9894 3.3 1.2298 
o 3 X 10-5 5 -1X104 15.6 0.9613 3.8 1.0585 

0.5 3 X 10-5 5 1X104 32.7 0.9895 2.1 1.5388 
0.5 3 X 10-5 5 -1 X 104 16.6 0.9626 2.3 1.3014 
0.5 3 X 10-5 -5 1X104 31.5 0.9892 3.9 1.1423 
0.5 3 X 10-5 -5 -lx104 14.4 0.9596 4.9 0.9952 

Table 3.1: Local extremes of V+ for various combinations of parameters. 

We aren't going to continue in this analysis here since the motion in the equa
torial plane of the Kerr-Newman source has been already discussed systematically 
in [ 17] and [ 18]. 

Marginally stable orbits 

Last thing we shall mention are marginally stable orbits which are particularly 
important in astrophysical context. We use these last stable orbits binding energies 
to estimate the amount of energy which could have been converted into radiation 
during the accretion process in accretion disks. 

In fig 3.10 which we give as an example of the last stable orbit appearance 
for one of the combinations of previously used values of parameters (a= Af, 
Q = 3 x 10-5 and ij = -1 x 104 to be concrete). In this case the marginally stable 
orbit is localized at r = 3.9M with V+= 0.8838 and corresponds to Lz = 3. l6M. 

Marginally stable orbits for ether combinations of parameters values are sum
marized in tab 3.2. 
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Figure 3.8: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Li = 5M, 
Q = 3 x 10-5, q = 1 x 104 and a = ~ (i.e. Kerr-Newman background). ln the 
equatorial plane we read rmin = 32.7 M with V+(rmin) = 0.9895 and rmax = 2.lM 
with V+(rmax) = 1.5388 (co-revolving orbits of the particle being electrically re
pulsed by Kerr-Newman black hole). 
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Figure 3.9: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Lz = -5M, 
Q = 3 x 10-5 , ij = -1 x 104 and a = A_f, (i.e. Kerr-Newman background). In the 
equatorial plane we read rmin = 14.4M with Y+(rmin) = 0.9596 and rmax = 4.9M 
with Y+(rmax) = 0.9952 (counter-revolving orbits of the particle being electrically 
attracted by Kerr-Newman black hole). 
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Figure 3.10: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines in the case 
of Lz = 3.16M, Q = 3 x 10-5, fj = -1 x 104 and a = A,f (i.e. Kerr-Newman 
background). In the equatorial plane we read r = 3.9M with V+= 0.8838 (co
revolving marginally stable orbit of the particle being electrically attracted by 
Kerr-Newman black hole). 
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a[M] Q Lz[M] q r[M] V+(r) 
o o 2v'3 o 6.0 0.9428 

0.5 o 2.789 o 3.8 0.9089 
0.5 o -3.850 o 7.4 0.9538 
o 3 X 10-S 2.958 1X104 6.1 0.9603 
o 3 X 10-S 3.935 -1X104 6.0 0.9264 

0.5 3 X 10-S 2.407 1X104 3.9 0.9375 
0.5 3 X 10-S 3.160 -1X104 3.9 0.8838 
0.5 3 X 10-S -3.275 1 X 104 7.4 0.9678 
0.5 3 X 10-S -4.390 -1X104 7.4 0.9411 

Tahle 3.2: Marginally stable orbits. 

3.2.4 Electromagnetically dominated motion 

For the sake of further comparison we shall also explore how does the effective 
potential behave in the case of electromagnetically dominated motion. 

Extensive observations have shown that setting Qq > 1 causes a significant 
change of the equipotential pattern. Local extremes in the equatorial plane are 
being smoothed out. In the repulsive case (same signs of charges) the minima is 
pushed out to the infinity as we approach Qq = 1. Attractive forces ( opposite signs 

of the charges) make the zero iso-line of the partial derivative (a~+ =O) leave the 

equatorial plane while Qq .(:. 1. Exact value of Qq for which this happens depends 
slightly on angular momentum of the particle and the black hole. But Qq ~ 3 is 
safely enough for disappearing of stable orbits for considered values of angular 
momentum. 

In fig 3.11 we see how do equipotential lines behave (on the larger spatial 
scale - up to r = lOOOM) if we set Q = 3 x 10-18 , q = 1x1018 , a= 0.5M and 
L = 5 M. This pattern is to be compared with the case of attractive interaction -
fig 3.12 where we set opposite sign of the black holes's charge: q = -3 x 1018 . 

We omit partial derivatives zero isolines since they don't cross each other to form 
any remarkable point. 

Prom those two figures we plainly see that further from the black hole we 
go, more classical behavior we see. In the classical electrostatics we would have 
concentric spherical shells as the equipotentials since the field is that of the point 
charge. 

The reason to set such a high charge of the test particles ( q = 1.11 x 1O18 is 
the specific charge of the proton actually - see Appendix A) will become appar
ent in the next section where we are going to trace differences between figures 
(3.11), (3.12) and the plots with the magnetic field present. Since the considerable 
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strength of the magnetic field is limited bearing the astrophysical context in mind, 
we have to set high charge of the test particle to make the interaction with the 
weak galactic fields apparent. 
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Figure 3.11: V+ equipotentials for Lz = 5M, Q = 3 x 10-18 , q = 1x1018 and 
a= ~ (i.e. Kerr-Newman background). Electromagnetically dominated motion 
of the extremely charged test particle being electrically repulsed from the Kerr
Newman black hole. 
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Figure 3.12: V+ equipotentials for Lz = 5M, Q = -3 x 10-18, ij = 1x1018 and 
a= fl:f. (i.e. Kerr-Newman background). Electromagnetically dominated motion 
of the extremely charged test particle being electrically attracted to the Kerr
N ewman black hole. 
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3.2.5 Conclusions 

Despite the extensive examination of the effective potential, circular orbits (nor 
stable nor unstable) outside the equatorial plane haven't been observed for Kerr
Newman black hole and iťs limits (namely Kerr and Reissner-Nordstrom black 
holes). With high degree of certainty it means that there no such orbits at all. 

Since the motion in the equatorial plane has already been systematically stud
ied by many authors (e.g. [18] for charged particles in Kerr-Newman background, 
[19] for extreme Kerr black hole), we don't carry further discussion here. 

Setting reasonable (i.e. astrophysically relevant) values of parameters we have 
studied how does the magnitude a and the sign of the charge as well as the mag
nitude and orientation (co-revolving vs. counter-revolving orbits) of particle's 
angular momentum affect the position of the effective potential's local extremes. 
Binding energies of stable orbits (i.e. the depth of potential minima) were exam
ined. We were also concemed in the position and binding energy of marginally 
stable orbits. 

3.3 Kerr black hole immersed in magnetic field and 
perturbed by charge 

In this section we follow the way suggested by Wald [20] and put the Kerr black 
hole into the test field Fµv corresponding to the originally uniform magnetic field 
Bo parallel to the symmetry axis of the black hole. The term test field comes from 
the fact that we regard it as a weak perturbation which doesn't affect the metrie -
we use Kerr's vacuum solution to describe the geometry. 

3.3.1 Adjusting effective potential 

Killing vectors as the test fields generators 

To do this immersion we shall employ Killing vectors to build appropriate vector 
potential Aµ generating demanded electro-magnetic field (see Appendix B). As 
we find ourselves in a stationary and axisymmetric spacetime we may use these 
Killing vectors: 

and (3.8) 
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that have following non-zero components in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinate basis 
and iťs dual: 

~ = 1, 'Vt = gq,t, 'llq, = gq,q,, 

TJt = 1, llt = gu, TJ q, = gq,t, 

(3.9) 

(3.10) 

where the metrie coefficients are given by eq. (2.6) with L1 = r2 -2Mr+a2 instead 
of L1 - r2 - 2Mr + a2 + Q2 which was the case in Kerr-Newman spacetime. 

As we have proved in Appendix B every single Killing vector generates valid 
EM field. Iťs properties must be examined to be able to combine them correctly 
to generate desired asymptotically uniform magnetic field Bo. 

If we use differential geometry formalism (see [4] chapter 4), we can rewrite 
Maxwell equations as follows: 

d*F=4rc*J and dF=O, (3.11) 

where d denotes exterior derivative, * stands for dual conjugation and J signifies 
the charge-current 1-form. 

In this differential-forms formalism those test fields generated by our Killing 
vectors eq. (3.8) may be written as follows: 

F'I' = dA = d'lf and F11 = dA = dTJ. 

Properties of the test fields 

Employing generalized Stokes theorem 

fv dcr = hv cr, 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

( claiming that integration of (p+ 1 )-form dcr over (p+ 1 )-dimensional region V gives 
the same result as integration of the p-form cr over iťs closed p-dimensional 
boundary av) we can determine the net electric charge Q of the black hole (since 
the vacuum Maxwell equations are fulfilled (Appendix B) no charge may be found 
in the black hole's exterior) using the first Maxwell equation eq. (3.11) as follows: 

lfd* lf * 1[ * 
Q'l' = 4rc lv F = 4rc Jav F = 4rc Jav d'lf = 4s, (3.14) 

where S = M a denotes the net angular momentum of the space-time. Integration 
is carried on the sphere including all the sources which is just the centra} black 
hole in our case. Time-like Killing vector TJ leads to 

Q 11 * lla * lla* 11 = -
4 

d F = -
4 

F = -
4 

dTJ = -2M, 
rc v rc av rc av 

(3.15) 
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with M denoting total mass embedded in the sphere (ie. mass of the black hole in 
this case). 

Final equivalencies of both equations (3.14) and (3.15) - i.e. the correspon
dence between the axial Killing vector and angular momentum as well as the link 
between the time-like Killing vector and energy (mass) of the spacetime - are 
clarified in [22] p. 285-296. 

Integrating F = d~ itself over the same sphere would assure us that both fields 
bear zero magnetic monopole moment which is equivalent to the fact that the 
Maxwell equations are fulfilled (nonexistence of the magnetic monopoles ). 

Detailed examination of the components ofboth fields eq. (3.12) is rather tech
nical and complex enough to be skipped bere. lt leads to the conclusion [23] 
that the field F'V is a stationary, axisymmetric field (with charge Q'V = 4S) which 
asymptotically approaches a uniform magnetic field, while the other one - F ri 
- is stationary, axisymmetric field bearing the charge Qri = -2M and vanishing 
asymptotically. 

We will just suggest how these cited conclusions are made. In asymptotically 
fiat region desired magnetic field (uniform, parallel to z-axis, having the strength 
of Bo) is expressed as follows: 

Fµv = F12 = Bo ===? F = Bodx /\dy, (3.16) 

where z, y, z are usual Euclidian coordinates describing spatial part of the fiat 
Minkovskian spacetime. The symbol /\ stands for the wedge product of the dif
ferential forms. 

Equation (3.16) needs to be transformed to the spherical coordinates since we 
know that Boyar-Lindquist coordinates we use to describe the geometry near the 
black hole tum to spherical coordinates in the asymptotic region. 

Spherical coordinates and relevant 1-forms: 

x = rsin0cosq>, dx = sin0cos<(>dr+ rcos0cos<(>d0- rsin0sin<l>d<I>, (3.17) 

y = rsin0sinq>, dy = sin0sin<(>dr+ rcos0sin<(>d0 + rsin0cos<(>d<I>, (3.18) 

z=rcose, dz=cos0dr-rsin0d0, (3.19) 

together with antisymmetry of the outer product ( of arbitrary differential forms a, 
~) 

da/\d~ = -d~/\da, (3.20) 

and iťs consequent identity 
da/\da =O, (3.21) 

result in 
dx /\dy = rsin02 dr /\d<I> + r 2 sin0cos0d0 /\d<(>. (3.22) 
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Electromagnetic tensor of demanded field may thus be written as follows: 

F = Bodx /\dy = Borsin2 0dr /\d<j> + Bor2 sin0cos8d0 /\d<j>. (3.23) 

N ow we tak:e a look at asymptotic behavior of nonzero coordinates of our 
fields F'l' and Fri. Equipped with eq. (3.9) and eq. (3.10) we get: 

F 'l' = d'lf = d (g<Pt dt + g<l><I> d<j>) 

= g<j>t,rdr /\dt+ g<j>t,ed0 /\dt+ g<)><j>,rdr /\d<j> + g<j><j>,8d0 /\d<j>, (3.24) 

and 

F ri = d11 = d (g<J>t d<j> + gtt dt) 

= g<j>1,rdr /\d<j> + g<j>1,ed0 /\d<j> + gtt ,rdr /\dt + g11 ,ed0 /\dt. (3.25) 

Examining the coefficients in eq. (3.24) and eq. (3.25) in asymptotic region and 
leaving only the leading terms (at least of order O(r)) we conclude that: 

g<J><J>,r--+ 2rsin20 

g<J><J>,8--+ 2r2 sin0cos0, 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

while all the other coefficients are approaching zero behaving as O ( f) ( or even 
faster). 

When we now compare eq. (3.24) and eq. (3.25) with eq. (3.23) we see that 
going far from the black hole we get: 

1 
2BoF'l'--+ F, 

while Fri --+O, 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

where F is that of eq. (3.16) - i.e. axisymmetric uniform magnetic field of the 
strength Bo. 

Thus the basic properties of both fields have been examined and can now be 
linearly superposed to get the test field of demanded qualities. 

Kerr-Newman test field 

The test field 

generated by the potential 

Q Q 
F= --Fri = --d11 

2M 2M ' 
(3.30) 
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with the arbitrary constants set as C<J> = O and C1 = - 2'ťr is exactly eq. (2.4 ), which 
means that eq. (3.30) describes Kerr-Newman test field. Charge Q is regarded as 
slight perturbation to an uncharged Kerr spacetime, so iťs squared value which 
would appear in the metrie may be neglected. Hence by setting eq. (3.30) we 
perturb Kerr space-time by charge to iťs first order. 

Originally uniform magnetic field as the test field 

Tomove further we shall use the theorem [21] claiming that stationary, axisym
metric, nonsingular (outside the horizon) and asymptotically vanishing test field 
F, with no charge or magnetic monopole moment, which is spread over a station
ary, axisymmetric vacuum space-time, must vanish: F = O. 

Now we just linearly combine the test fields eq. (3.12) in such manner that 
charge of the resulting field would be zero (where the previous theorem is im
plicitly used to ensure the uniqueness of the solution) and it would asymptotically 
approach originally uniform magnetic field Bo. Equipped with the know1edge of 
individua} fields we may immediately write: 

(3.32) 

Charge-perturbed originally uniform magnetic field as the test field 

As we wish to include charge-to-charge interaction between the black hole and 
the test particle in our analysis, we superpose Kerr-Newman test field eq. (3.30) 
to the previous result: 

1 ( 2S ) Q F = -Bo d'lf+-d11 - -d11. 
2 M 2M 

(3.33) 

Eff ective potential for the test particle motion 

In order to express effective potential we need to get components of the vector 
potential A generating the field eq. (3.33). Correct asymptomatic is assured by 
setting the value of arbitrary constants according to eq. (3.31). 

1 ( 2S) Q A = -Bo 'I'+ -11 - -11 + C 
2 M 2M ' 

(3.34) 
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where C.p =O and C1 = -IJ4 . Hence employing eq. (3.9) and eq. (3.10) we 
can express potential's components: 

where the metrie coefficients are given by eq. (2.6) with 11 r2 - 2M r + a2 ( we 
work on the Kerr (not Kerr-Newman) background although our test field includes 
the Kerr-Newman field). Charge as the perturbation acts only in the vector poten
tial A. 

Our aim is to express effective potential in the way we did it in the Kerr
Newman case. Since we have components of the vector potential already pre
pared, we just put them into eq. (2.27). Thus we have effective potential for the 
motion of the charged test particle around the charge-perturbed Kerr black hole 
immersed in originally uniform magnetic field parallel to the symmetry axis of the 
spacetime. 

3.3.2 Discussion of the adjusted effective potential 

Strength of the magnetic field 

Before discussing the magnetically perturbed case we should have some idea 
about the strength of the magnetic field we shall employ. 

First of all the rough condition ~ = Bo M « 1 mu st be secured [24] to keep the 
test-field solution correct providing that it doesn't affect the background geometry 
of the spacetime seriously on considered spatial scale. 

From observations we know [25] that the large scale galactic field is of the 
mean strength ~ 10-5 gauss. Though the structure of the galactic field incorpo
rates magnetic flux tubes appearing as nonthermal radio filaments (NTFs) where 
the magnetic induction reaches ~ 10-3 gauss. 

Under the conditions of accretion disks (due to the presence of the orbiting 
plasma) we may think of much stronger magnetic fields. Upper limit of our con
siderations is to be set by the field of the neutron star on whose surface it might 
be as strong as ~ 1012 gauss. 
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Wald charge of the black hole 

Wald [20] found out that the Kerr black hole of specific angular momentum a 
immersed in the asymptotically uniform magnetic field Bo selectively accretes 
charges of one sign (according to the orientation od the spin axis and the magnetic 
field - whether they are parallel or antiparallel). The specific charge of the black 
hole acquired by this process is called Wald charge Qw 

ilw = 2Boa. (3.37) 

In the case of extreme Kerr black hole (a = M) we would obtain Qw = 2BoM. 
Considering Walďs charging process as the only possible would thus provide 

us with the constraint between the parameters Q, Bo and a (and M for extreme 
Kerr black hole). 

Electromagnetically dominated motion of extremely charged particles 

We shall employ the field of strength Bo = 1 x 10-21 cm-1 which is about 0.3 gauss 
in physical units (see Appendix A for conversion factors). Thus having 
~ = BoM ~ 10-12 even for the most massive AGNs (M ~ 109M0 ). 

To estimate the degree of the magnetic fielďs influence upon the test particle 
motion we turn to the classical Lorentz equation and conclude that the fielďs im
pact should be proportional to oc I iJBo j. During the graphical survey of the poten
tial it was really confirmed that keeping liJBol constant assures similarly profound 
changes in equipotential pattern. 

To keep significant changes in the structure of the equipotentials on the spatial 
scale of ~ 100 Mit appeared necessary to set liJBol ~ 10-3 cm-1. 

Since the magnetic fi.eld we use isn't asymptotically vanishing (contrary to the 
Kerr-Newman case), we expect completely different behavior in the asymptotic 
region. As we shall see in figures 3.13 and 3.14 it really changes profoundly 
when compared to the non-magnetized figures 3.11 and 3.12. Asymptotically the 
equipotential lines become parallel to the symmetry axis. If the employed charge 
Q = 10-19 is regarded as the Wald charge eq. (3.37) the resulting mass M would 
be ~ 10 M0 which corresponds to a solar-mass black hole. 

As we are basically concerned in searching for the new orbits we shall notice 
that due to the magnetic field there appeared new partial derivative zero isoline 

~ = O crossing the equatorial plane and keeping roughly the axial direction. In 
the case of repulsive interaction (fig 3.13) there also appeared a saddle point in the 
equatorial plane. This point is going to be a subject of further interest. 
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Gravo-magnetically dominated motion 

In figures 3.13 and 3.14 it has been observed that for IQql = 3 and 
I qBo I = 10-3 cm-1 the pattem of the equipotential lines has changed dramatically 
since the magnetic field was employed. In the following we shall explore how 
does the magnetic field affect the situation when we set IQql = 0.3 - the value we 
have estimated to represent the motion being seriously electromagnetically influ
enced but not dominated in previous section devoted to the Kerr-Newman black 
holes. We saw that thus balanced values of the specific charges didn't smash the 
Schwarzschild like pattem of the effective potential - the local maxima near the 
horizon and the local minima further from it were present for sufficient values of 
angular momentum. 

In fig 3.15 we shall see that this is basically correct upon the influence of the 
magnetic field satisfying I qBo I = 10-3 cm-1 , though the structure of the equipo
tential lines is profoundly affected by this field and also the positions and the 
values of potential extremes have been changed. In this case the opposite charge 
of the black hole would result in quite a similar figure for which reason we don't 
present it bere. 

The most remarkable thing is again the "magnetic" zero isoline of ~. It 

should be noticed that it is now located on the opposite side of the ~ zero isoline 
than it was in figures 3.13 and 3.14. This brings the idea of balancing the charge 
of the black hole in such a manner that it would make these two isolines cross to 
form new stationary point. 

Magnetic valley 

As we have suggested, we will try to balance the specific charge of the black hole 
in such a way that it makes those two (almost) axi-parallel zero isolines of partial 
derivatives cross and thus form stationary point (or points). 

For previously used values of the other parameters - i.e. a= 0.5 M, Lz = 5 M, 
q = 1x1018 andBo = 1x10-21 cm-1 -we manage it for Q = 1.03 x 10-18 . With 
this charge those two isolines not only cross but they even coincide perfectly ! In 
this configuration the endless "magnetic valley" is formed by the potential. As 
we have checked by looking to the distances of 1 x 106 M far from the equatorial 
plane the valley changes neither iťs depth nor the distance from the symmetry 
axis. The conclusion of iťs endlessness and further invariability is legitimate as 
the field doesn't change noticeably when going from those distances even further 
(it has more or less iťs asymptotic properties already). 

The type of the plot we have used until now doesn't say much in this case 
since in demanded region it is formed by the parallel equipotential lines only. 
It is more convenient to use iťs subplots which the potential draws on the plane 
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perpendicular to symmetry axis lying at selected height above the equatorial plane 
(and parallel to it). 

In fig 3 .16 we show the profile of the potential valley for several values of the 
magnetic fielďs strength. We observe that stronger field moves the bottom of the 
valley doser to the symmetry axis and elevates it little bit. The fact that changes in 
the fielďs strength don't affect the existence of the valley if the other parameters 
remain fixed might be also quite surprising. 

Another way to examine the behavior of the potential in an asymptotic region 
might be rescaling the radial coordinate r in such a way that it makes the infinity 
fit the screen. To achieve that we substitute 

rh 
r=-

l-r*' 

where ťh signifies the position of the outer horizon given by eq. (2.3). 

(3.38) 

New dimension-less coordinate r* equals zero on the outer horizon and be
comes unity at radial infinity. 

In fig 3.17 we show what it gives for previously used values of parameters 
a= O.SM, Lz = SM, ij = 1x1018 , Bo = 1x10-21 cm-1 and Q = 1.03 x 10-18 • 

Only the first quadrant of the plot is shown since the others are identical (mir
rored by the equatorial plane 0 = ~ and the symmetry axis 0 = O). 

Upper left comer of the plot is then infinity achieved along the symmetry axis, 
while the bottom left is the outer horizon of the black hole. Bottom right edge is 
obviously "equatorial infinity". 

We observe one derivative isoline near the horizon ( ordinary local maximum 
in the equatorial plane and nothing interesting out of it) and those two coinciding 
zero isolines further from it which represent "magnetic valley" of the potential. 
When we follow it from the equatorial plane toward the upper left comer (infinity) 
we observe that it never crosses neighboring equipotentials, which means that the 
valley is indeed endless. 

Marginally stable orbits 

Eventually we shall once more tum our attention to the marginally stable orbits. 
We keep the condition IQiJI = 0.3 but set different values of individua! charges -
namely Q = 3 x 10-11 and ij = 1010, which means that the particle is highly but 
not extremely charged. As we have already concluded, this doesn't change the 
situation seriously since only iťs product IQiJI counts. 

Magnetic field needed to acquire desired effect upon the orbits needs to be 
much stronger than before. We use Bo of the strength up to 10- 11 cm-1 which 
is ~ 1010 gauss. In tab 3.3 we see how are the marginally stable orbits affected by 
the magnetic field of various strength in the case of co-revolving orbits and same 
signs of the charges. 
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We may draw a conclusion that the last stable orbit becomes slightly closer 
to the horizon when the magnetic induction increases. However the energy of 
the marginally stable orbit is not in any monotonous correspondence with the 
magnetic field strength Bo. 

Bo[cm- 1] Lz[M] r[M] V+(r) 
o 2.408 3.9 0.9371 

1 X 10-14 2.405 3.9 0.9360 
5 X 10-14 2.396 3.9 0.9323 
1 X 10-13 2.386 3.9 0.9279 
5 X 10-13 2.366 3.6 0.9029 
1X10-12 2.417 3.2 0.8868 
5 X 10-12 3.200 2.3 0.8890 
1X10-ll 4.272 2.1 0.9677 

Table 3 .3: Marginally stable orbits for Q = 3 x 10-11 , q = 1O10 and a = ~. 

3.4 Note on the naked singularities 

For the sake of completeness we give just a short note on the motion around the 
Kerr and the Kerr-Newman naked singularities - i.e. the sources fulfilling the 
condition M2 < a2 + Q2 (from eq. (2.3)) with Q =O in the Kerr case. 

3.4.1 Kerr naked singularities 

As reported in [26] the motion on the surface 0 = const =/=- Í, O, 1t is allowed 
under certain circumstances (unlike the case where the event horizon is present). 
But further analysis shows that no circular orbits (neither stable nor unstable) 
are possible on these surfaces. Thus the particle is forced to spiral toward the 
singularity. No non-equatorial circular orbits are possible [26] stresses. 

3.4.2 Kerr-Newman naked singularities 

Despite the previous case the off-equatorial circular motion appears to be possible 
for the charged particles near the Kerr-Newman source which is due to the elec
tromagnetic interaction. It has been shown [27] that if the condition qQ > O is 
secured the particle is endowed with the possibility to orbit at 0 = const =/=- Í, O, 1t 

with constant r. The stability issue of these orbits hasn't been analyzed in [27]. 
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Using our effective potential we confinn the above results. The effective po
tential has exhibited quite exotic behavior but those crucial derivative isolines 
really crossed each other outside the equatorial plane. Corresponding stationary 
point appeared to be a saddle point - the orbit is thus unstable. These orbits ( cor
responding to the various values of parameters) were always located very near 
the singularity (r < 1 M) and they disappeared when the opposite charges of the 
source and the test particle had been set (as predicted by [27]). 

We give fig 3.18 as an example of the appearance of the non-equatorial orbit. 
Following values of the parameters were employed to draw that figure: Q = 1, 
a= 1 M, éj = 3.5 and Lz = 1 M. 

The analysis of naked singularities has been then left since they are generally 
regarded as unphysical. 
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Figure 3.13: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for 4. = 5M, 
Q = 3 x 10-18 , q = 1x1018, a= fl:f. and Bo = 1x10-21 cm-1. Electromagnet
ically dominated motion of the extremely charged test particle being electrically 
repulsed from the charge and magnetically perturbed Kerr black hole. In the equa
torial plane at r = 36.5 M we see saddle point with V+= 1.0702. 
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Figure 3.14: V+ equipotentials and partial derivatives zero isolines for Lz = SM, 
Q = -3 x 10-18 , q = 1x1018 , a= A:f and Bo = 1x10-21 cm-1• Electromagnet
ically dominated motion of the extremely charged test particle being electrically 
attracted by the charge and magnetically perturbed Kerr black hole. 
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Figure 3 .15: V+ equipotentials and partial derivativ es zero isolines for Lz = 5 M, 
Q = 3 x 10-19, ij = 1 x 1018, a = A,J, and Bo = 1 x 10-21 cm-1• Gravo
magnetically dominated motion of the extremely charged test particle being elec
trically repulsed from the charge and magnetically perturbed Kerr black hole. 
In the equatorial plane we read rmin = 20.2M with V+(rmin) = 0.9758 and then 
ťmax = 2.lM with V+(rmax) = 1.5340 
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Figure 3.16: Profiles of the "magnetic valley" for several values of magnetic in
duction Bo with a= 0.5M, Lz = 5M, q = 1x1018 and Q = 1.03 x 10-18 . Vertical 
dashed line signifies the outer horizon while the horizontal one stands for the par
ticle's energy at rest. 
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Figure 3.17: "Magnetic valley" with values a= 0.5M, Lz = 5M, q = 1x1018 , 

Q = 1.03 x 10-ts and Bo = 1x10-21 cm- 1 as seen using dimensionless radial 
coordinate r*. 
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Figure 3.18: Motion of the charged test particle around the Kerr-Newman naked 
singularity. Values employed: Q = 1, a= 1 M, q = 3.5 and Lz = 1 M. The non
equatorial circular orbit is present since the charges are of the same sign. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions 

4.1 General remarks 

Our work was basically aimed at finding non-equatorial orbits or, more gener
ally speaking, at finding stationary points of the effective potential goveming the 
motion outside the equatorial plane of the rotating black hole. 

Off-equatorial motion of electrically charged particles around a rotating black 
hole has not been fully examined in the literature, although it is very relevant for 
the understanding of various plasma accretion processes near horizon of black 
holes. 

On the other hand, classical (non-GR) solutions of such problem have been 
widely discussed and it was found that in some cases they exhibit various inter
esting or even surprising properties, such as the existence of non-equatorial halo 
orbits [28]. 

In order to discuss the off-equatorial motion the appropriate effective po
tential V had to be derived, which was done in the second chapter obtaining 
V+ (r, 0; E, Lz) given by eq. (2.27) after peďorming all the suitable adjustments. 
After that we have assured ourselves that our effective potential reduces correctly 
to a well-known form eq. (2.40) describing the motion around the Schwarzschild 
black hole. 

4.2 Kerr-Newman black hole 

As an introduction to the general Kerr-Newman case the discussion of the po
tential eq. (2.40) has been carried and the key points of the potential's behavior 
(i.e. appearance of the extremes depending on the value of the specific angular 
momentum Lof the test particle) were noticed. Their significance for the general 
Kerr-Newman case is obvious since the Schwarzschild solution is iťs limit. 

52 
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The charged test particle motion around the Kerr-Newman black hole has been 
then examined. Since the general effective potential eq. (2.27) is far too complex 
to be examined analytically, we have performed rather extensive visual survey 
in order to gather information about iťs behavior - we had been systematically 
changing all four independent parameters (specific charges Q and ij as well as 
specific angular momenta Lz and a). Thousands of plots were automatically gen
erated in order to roughly cover considered range of values of those parameters. 
All these plots were visually checked. 

First derivatives of eq. (2.27) were employed to help in our search for the 
stationary points. Zero isolines of those partial derivatives (with respect to Boyer
Lindquist coordinates r and 0) were plotted and their crossings (i.e. stationary 
points) examined. 

We have concluded that charged test particles moving around the Kerr-Newman 
black hole aren't endowed with the chance of orbiting outside the equatorial plane. 
In other words the zero isolines of partial derivatives never cross each other out
side this plane. Thus the stable orbits are only possible in equatorial plane or they 
have to cross it periodically [19]. 

For gravitationally dominated motion (roughly speaking when I Qql < 1) the 
pattem of equipotential lines doesn't differ dramatically from the Schwarzschilďs 
case. For sufficient value of the axial component of the specific angular momen
tum Lz we observed one stable and one unstable circular orbit in the equatorial 
plane. 

We have explored how does the electromagnetic interaction affect the position 
of potential's extrema as well as iťs depth (binding energy). The influence of the 
values and signs of angular momenta (a, Lz) upon the orbits was also examined. 

Astrophysically significant marginally stable orbits have been discussed for 
various values of parameters and their binding energies were also noticed since 
they play an important role in the accretion disk models. 

Finally it was observed that increasing specific charges CIQ'71 > 1) leads to 
disappearing of this pattem leaving the potential without any local extrema. 

More detailed discussion was then left as there were no new orbits found and 
those in equatorial plane were already examined by number of authors (e.g. [17], 
[18]). 

4.3 Kerr black hole immersed in magnetic field and 
perturbed by charge 

Motivated by [20] we have adjusted the previously derived effective potential to 
describe the motion of the charged test particle around the Kerr black hole which 
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was immersed to the asymptotically uniform magnetic field parallel to the sym
metry axis and consequently perturbed by the charge. Thus the test field was 
superposed from the Kerr-Newman electromagnetic field and the asymptotically 
uniform magnetic field. 

In this case we have observed profound changes of the potential in the asymp
totic region which were caused mainly by the fact that the magnetic component of 
the test field doesn't vanish asymptotically (unlike the Kerr-Newman field). 

Former potential minimum in the equatorial plane (known from Kerr-Newman 
case) was tumed into saddle point for sufficient strength of the magnetic field. 

For gravo-magnetically dominated motion (roughly IQtJI < 1) was then ex
amined the influence of the magnetic field strength Bo upon the position and the 
depth of marginally stable orbits. 

More important for our search of non-equatorial orbits was "new" zero isoline 

of ~ that crossed the equatorial plane in considered region if we had 
set IBotJI ~ 10-3 cm-1. This isoline appeared to be asymptotically parallel to 

the symmetry axis and also to ~ = O isoline which brought the idea of their pos
sible coincidence. Balancing the charge of the black hole really made them merge 
and thus form endless axi-parallel potential valley of invariant depth and profile, 
which has obvious link to observed relativistic jets from AGN s. 

So far we haven't found any new orbit (neither stable nor unstable) outside 
the equatorial plane, which most probably means that there is no such orbit ( our 
method doesn't allow us to speak more authoritatively). However the discovery 
of the "magnetic" valley formed by the potential if the magnetic field is present 
might be of some importance as it could be a way of modeling the relativistic jets 
which emerge from AGN s. 

4.4 Research outlook 

In the future we could employ different types of electromagnetic fields and back
ground metrics and perform a discussion in the same way as we did it for Kerr
N ewman solution and for the Wald test-field on the Kerr background. 

One of conceivable configurations would be the EM field generated by the 
current loop of given radius with the Schwarzschild black hole in iťs center [29]. 
Electromagnetic field of this type appears to be astrophysically relevant since iťs 
a simple idealization of the field generated by moving plasma in the accretion disk 
around the black hole. 

We could also discuss the motion of charged test particles around a Kerr black 
hole immersed in a magnetic field and perturbed by charge more precise by em
ploying a full Ernst-Wild solution, which incorporates the magnetic field and the 
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charge of the black hole in the metrie itself (it describes Kerr-Newman black hole 
in a magnetic field). Thus no assumptions about the magnetic field strength and 
the black hole charge are necessary. 

Generally speaking, the existence of off-equatorial orbits seems to be probable 
with certain (still unknown) relativistic setup since they were observed in a classi
cal discussion of the generalized Stanner problem [29] (motion of the charged test 
particles around the spherical keplerian source in the field of magnetic dipole ). 

Another topic which deserves further examination are those "magnetic val
leys" formed by the effective potential under certain circumstances in a Kerr 
spacetime endowed with the test field eq. (3.36). Their correspondence with ob
served relativistic jets flowing from some AGNs should be inspected in detail. 



AppendixA 

Geometrized units 

We use geometrized units instead of SI throughout this work as most authors on 
the general relativistic field do. We set the speed of light c, the gravitational 
constant G, the Boltzmann constant k and the Coulomb constant ke = 4~eo equal 
one. 

constant SI value 
C 2.998 X 10 
G 6.67 X 10-11 

k 1.38 X 10-23 

ke 8.988 X 109 

SI dimension 
ms 

m3 s-2kg-1 
JK-1 

kgm3s-2c-2 

geometrized units 
1 
1 
1 
1 

Tahle A.1: Redefined constants in SI and in geometrized units. 

We aim to express arbitrary quantity in the terms of meters (thus it becomes 
"geometrized"). To manage that we construct conversion factor f consisting of 
constants c, G, k and ke whose dimension multiplied by the dimension of the 
quantity being converted gives just meters. To make it more clear we convert 
mass as an example: 

[M]s1 =kg while [MJ geom = m 
factor needed: [.flvi:] = mkg- 1 

unambiguously: fM = .g = 7.43 x 10-28 mkg-1 
c 

Mgeom = fMMs1 = 7.43 X 10-28 Ms1 mkg-1 

e.g. solar mass: (M0 )geom = 7.43 x 10-28 mkg-1 · 1.989 x 1030 kg= 1472m. 
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What we need to do when converting from geometrized units back to SI is 
obviously just dividing by the same factor. Factors for basic quantities are given 
in tahle A.2. 

quantity factor numerical value 
time Ít = c 3.00 x 10 ms-
mas s .fM- G 7.43 X 10-28 mkg-l 

-~ 

charge fc=~ 8.62 X 10-18 mc-l 

momentum 't; 2.48 x 10-36 mkg- 1m- 1 s Ím = 'C! 
energy fF_-G 8.26 X 10-45 mJ- l ---g 

temperature h- k 1.14 X 10-67 mK- 1 
-7 

magnetic induction fB=~~ 2.87 X 10-19 m-1 T- 1 

Tahle A.2: Conversion factors for basic quantities . 

Finally we show how to convert specific charge Q which we use in the main 
text often: 

(Q) = (Q)georn = fc(Q.lfil_ = ~(Q-) = 116 10tok c-1. (Q-) 
geom (M)geom ÍM (M)sI V G SI . X g SI 

leaving (Q) dimension-less. geom 
For example specific charge of the proton ijp is in the geometrized units ex-

pressed as follows: 



AppendixB 

Killing vectors and electro-magnetic 
fields 

B.1 Killing vectors 

Killing vector ~ is a geometrical tool to describe the symmetry of the space-time. 
The metrie coefficients gµv in some coordinate basis dxa may become independent 
of some coordinate - say xf< - i.e.: 

(B.1) 

Thus the infinitesimal shift in the xf< direction can be made without affecting the 
metrie (i.e. geometry of the space-time or more concretely the length of infinites
imally shifted curve is preserved). This can be seen using expansion into Taylor 
series restricted to the first order where eq. (B.1) is used. 

Iťs advantageous to define vector field associated with such a metric-preserving 
infinitesimal shift. Hence we set: 

a 
~=~, 

OXK 

whose contravariant components are obviously 

~µ=~. 

(B.2) 

(B.3) 

1t can be shown (eg. [ 4] p. 651) that such vector is antisymmetrical to covariant 
derivative - i.e. it satisfies Killing equation 

~µ;v +~v ;µ = O, (B.4) 

which is necessary and sufficient condition on Killing vector. Thus it might be 
regarded as iťs definition. 
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B.2 Electro-magnetic field generated by Killing vec
tors 

To establish valid vacuum EM field we need to build tensor F satisfying Maxwell 
source-free equations: 

Fµv;v =O and F[µv;K]cycl =O. (B.5) 

To achieve this we notice (bearing [20] in our mind) some properties of Killing 
vectors using knowledge offeatures ofRiemann curvature tensor R. The Riemann 
tensor is defined as a commutator of second order covariant derivatives (of arbi
trary vector). Thus we can write: 

l;µ;vcr -l;µ;crv = l;t.,RA,µvcr· (B.6) 

Pennuting the indices we acquire two more equivalent equations: 

l;cr;µv -l;cr;vµ = l;t.,RA,crµv' (B.7) 

~v ;crµ - ~v;µcr = l;t.,RA,vcrµ- (B.8) 

Adding all three equations (B.6) - (B.8) and using known symmetry of the Rie
mann tensor RA.[µvcr]cycl =O together with the Killing equation eq. (B.2) we con
clude that 

~v;crµ = -l;µ;vcr -l;cr;µv· (B.9) 

Now we add eq. (B.6) and eq. (B.8), use once more that symmetry of the Riemann 
tensor on the right-hand side of the resulting equation, use eq. (B.2) to combine 
the terms on the left-hand side, employ eq. (B.9) to substitute one of the terms and 
eventually use the Killing equation once again to obtain: 

l;µ ;vcr = -l;').,RA,crµv· (B.10) 

When we contract index O' with v and raise the indexµ, we obtain 

~µv - -~A.Rµ 
~ ;v - ~ t.,· (B.11) 

Now we need to gather infonnation about Rµv. Thus we tum to Einstein field 
equations and contract it: 

1 
Rµv - lRgµv = 81tTµv lgµv 

R-2R = 81tT ==?- R= -81tT, 

putting this back to original equation we get: 

Rµv = 81t (Tµv - ~T gµv). 

(B.12) 

(B.13) 

(B.14) 
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This means that in vacuum spacetime we have Rµv = O ensured which leaves also 
R~ zero of course. 

Thus from eq. (B.11) we see that 

r-µ ;v -O 
':> ;v- (B.15) 

is assured in vacuum space time. This suggests us to define electro-magnetic field 
tensor as follows: 

Fµv =Av;µ-Aµ;v = Šv ;µ-Šµ ;v = 2Šv;µ = -21;µ ;v· (B.16) 

Both Maxwell equations are then fulfilled which can be seen applying eq. (B.15) 
on the first equation and eq. (B.10) and the symmetry of Riemann tensor on the 
second one: 

Fµv - -2r-µ ;v - O 
;v- ':> ;v- ' 

F[µv;ic]cycl = -2(1;µ;vic+Šic;µv +Šv;icµ) = 21;ARA,[icµv]cycl =O. 

(B.17) 

(B.18) 

Following [20] we have proved that arbitrary Killing vector š ( or any linear 
combination of Killing vectors) may act as the vector potential generating EM 
field in the vacuum space-time. 
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